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Overarching Takeaways Climate Surveys and District Policies
●

Staff Survey scores show that across the board and all Mindsets, staff score highly to
comparative districts. While staff select most of the “right equitable answers”, these scores, do
not align however in practice - nor are they reﬂected in the experiences of students (survey
data), many policies, or disciplinary policies.

●

Staff score highest on the Context Centered mindset and lowest on the Equity mindset. Still this
Context-Centeredness reported, does not translate when we hear from many families, especially
racially diverse families (African American/Black and Hispanic/LatinX families).

●

Across the board, Black, Native Indian, and Multiracial students report the lowest sense of
belonging, inclusion, and sense that their school and has cultural awareness and action. They
consistently report the least amount of comfort in discussions around equity, the lowest extent
of connection with adults at their school, and in some cases Black students are reporting they are
isolated from their peers in their classrooms. These trends are consistently low and inequitable
for Belmont High School.

Overarching Takeaways - Teacher, Staff, District
Leaders Interviews
●

Many teachers across BPS schools demonstrate equitable mindsets in their thinking and pedagogy. Many
teachers struggle with translating their beliefs in practice for multiple reasons - lacking resources,
strategies, and sometimes support. There are some teachers and staff who don’t believe that there are
inequities in BPS.

●

Special Education Teachers at Chenery Middle and Belmont High demonstrate strong equitable mindsets
in practice and describe how equity is at the center of their daily actions and interactions with students,
staff, and families.

●

District leaders demonstrate strong Equity, Aware, and Context-Centered mindsets in their practice and
describe visions on how to create a culture shift to make Belmont an equitable and comfortable
environment for all families. METCO program sometimes demonstrates structural inequities and reﬂect
Equality mindsets.

Overarching Takeaways - Student Interviews

●
●
●
●

White, Asian, International and LGBTQ+ students are mostly satisﬁed with their
experiences at BPS with teachers and classmates
LGBTQ+ and Black students don’t always feel included in conversations and initiatives
centering equity
Most students think teachers take racism, homophobia, and xenophobia seriously when
hate incidents occur but don’t delve deeply into these concepts and topics
Most Black and Brown students have experienced racism and/ or microaggressions from
teachers and/or classmates at some point of their experience at BPS. For example, not
feeling safe on campus and in their classrooms, expressing moments of discomfort while
learning and/or asking for help, asking for METCO to advocate and address barriers

Overarching Takeaways - Family Focus Groups

●
●
●
●

●

Most families are satisﬁed with their children’s academic progress
Families wish to see more transparency via communication with school and district
leaders during sensitive times such as hate incidents in BPS and the Belmont community
Many families are concerned with racism, homophobia, and xenophobia perpetuating in
BPS culture
Families with children in Special Education are satisﬁed with special education teachers
but wish to see general education teachers understanding and properly addressing
speciﬁc needs
Families experiences with Special Education leadership are not always positive during the
evaluation process and tracking academic progress. Families express that communication
with SPED leadership can be confusing and they question whether their best interests are
centered when they are being guided by SPED leadership

Overarching Takeaways - Chenery Middle School
and Belmont High School Culture
●

There is an overwhelming presence of hate incidents that are a major concern to families and students. This
includes Asian students being assaulted, Swastikas being drawn on campus, LGBTQ+ students experiencing
discrimination by peers, Black students experiencing racism from peers and teachers, and SPED students being
treated unfairly by general education teachers.

●

Some families don’t completely trust educators and school leaders when incidents and/or conﬂict occur and
important information is communicated. Families are not always notiﬁed when students are struggling
academically.

●

There is a lack of representation in teachers and staff. Hiring Black and teachers of color is a top priority for
BPS leaders - but is essential that the hiring process includes candidates who demonstrate an understanding
and history of implementing Equitable Mindsets in practice.

Overarching Takeaways - METCO Program

●

There are barriers that METCO families and students face impacting student academic
and social experiences. To improve equity mindsets, asset mindsets, and context-centered
and mindsets, there should be a clear distinction between high standards and potentially
unrealistic expectations for METCO families and students. Structures and consistent
advocacy at the from district leaders should be put in place to address these barriers, i.e.
transportation and other social opportunities for students.

Student Surveys
●
●
●

Measuring: Student’ Sense of
Belonging
Cultural Awareness and Action
Diversity and Awareness

Panorama Survey

Chenery Middle School
Student Surveys

Response Rates, Student Demographics
Recorded: Gender Identity
Middle School Response Rate: 1021 responses/1368 students = 75%
Overall Gender demographics and students “Self Describe” their gender in their own terms (Word cloud)

Response Rates, Student Demographics
Recorded: Race or Ethnicity
Fig 3. Overall Middle School Racial
Demographics.
In this survey we calculated a total of 22
American Indian or Alaskan Native, 256 Asian,
42 Black or African American, 73 Hispanic or
Latino, 1 Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander, 52
Multiracial, 616 White, and 138 students who
Self Describe their race or ethnicity.
Chenery Middle School Students who Self
Describe their race included the following:
Jewish, Armenian, Canadian, Iranian, Indian, and
more.
Multiracial students included the following:
Half Indian and Polish, Latino and white, Korean
and German, Brazilian, and more.

Middle School Survey Trends Overall

●

Sense of Belonging. While many students feel they belong and are understood quite a
bit, there are inequitable racial and gender imbalances in students’ reports for this
category.

●

Cultural Awareness and Action. There are mostly equitable results for Cultural
Awareness and Action scores, with some differences for Black and Mutiracial students.
There were no major gender differences for this category.

●

Diversity and Inclusion. There are some equitable results for this category, but they
differ significantly by student race. Black and Multiracial students report the lowest
scores on average for their experience of Diversity and Inclusion. White students report
the highest scores on average for their experience of Diversity and Inclusion. There
were no major differences across gender identities for this question category.

Sense of Belonging
How much students feel they are valued members of the school community.

Chenery Middle School

Q28: Overall, how much do you feel like you belong at your school?

Q28: Overall, how much do you feel like you belong at your school?

Q27: How much do you matter to others at your school?

Q5 - How well do people at your school understand you as a person?

Cultural Awareness
and Action
How often students learn about, discuss, and confront issues of race, ethnicity, and
culture in school.

Chenery Middle School

Q35: When there are major news
events related to race, how often do
adults at your school talk about them
with students?

Q36: How well does your school help students
speak out against racism?

Q34: How often do students at your school have important conversations
about race, even when they might be uncomfortable?

Q31: How confident are you that students at your school can have honest
conversations with each other about race?

Q33: How comfortable are you sharing your thoughts about race-related topics
with other students at your school?

Diversity and Inclusion
How diverse, integrated, and fair school is for students from different races, ethnicities,
or cultures.

Chenery Middle School

Q38: How often do you spend time at school with students from different
races, ethnicities, or cultures?

Q43: How fairly do adults at your school treat people from different races,
ethnicities, or cultures?

Q39: How often do you have classes with students from different races,
ethnicities, or cultures?

High School
Student Surveys

HS Response Rates, Student Demographics
Recorded: Gender Identity
Response Rate: 1157 responses/1334 students = 87%
Overall Gender demographics and Students “Self Describe” their gender in their own terms (Word Cloud)

HS Student Demographics Collected:
Race or Ethnic Identity
Fig 6. Overall High School Racial Demographics.
In this survey we calculated a total of 7 American
Indian or Alaskan Native, 275 Asian, 54 Black or
African American, 89 Hispanic or Latino, 5 Native
Hawaiian or Pacific Islander, 68 Multiracial, 737
White, and 64 students who Self Describe their race
or ethnicity.
Belmont High School students who “Self Describe”
their race included the following: Arab, Brazilian,
Middle Eastern, Southeast Asian, Armenian,
unapologetically me, and more.

High School Survey Trends Overall

●

Sense of Belonging. There are inequitable racial and gender imbalances in these scores.
Scores are lowest for Black/African American and American Indian/Alaskan Native students.
White students, followed by Asian students, report the highest Belonging scores. Intersex
students report the lowest Belonging scores within the gender identity category.

●

Cultural Awareness and Action. There are inequitable racial and gender imbalances in this
category. Overall Black students, followed by American Indian/Alaskan Native, report the
lowest scores for their experience of Cultural Awareness and Action at the High School.
Students who Self Describe their gender report the lowest scores on average for the gender
category.
Diversity and Inclusion. There are inequitable racial imbalances in these scores. Overall,
Black students report the lowest scores for their experience of Diversity and Inclusion at the
High School. There were no major differences across gender identities for this question
category.

●

Student Sense of
Belonging
How much students feel they are valued members of the school community.

Belmont High School

Q28: Overall, how much do you feel like you belong at your school?

Q28: Overall, how much do you feel like you belong at your school?

Q28: Overall, how much do you feel like you belong at your school?

Q25:How connected do you feel to adults at your school?
(Not at all, Slightly, Somewhat, Quite, Extremely)

Q25:How connected do you feel to adults at your school? Race or Ethnicity Breakdown

Cultural Awareness
and Action
How often students learn about, discuss, and confront issues of race, ethnicity, and
culture in school.

Belmont High School

Q30: How often do you think about what someone of a different race, ethnicity,
or culture experiences?

Q31: How confident are you that students at your school can have honest
conversations with each other about race?

Q29: How often do teachers encourage you to learn about people from
different races, ethnicities, or cultures?

Q29: How often do teachers encourage you to learn about people from
different races, ethnicities, or cultures? - Explaining the Mean.

Q32: At your school, how often are you encouraged to think more deeply about
race-related topics with other students?

Q34: How often do students at your school have important conversations about
race, even when they might be uncomfortable?
All students, no matter the race or gender identity, report low scores for this question. Black and
American Indian students report even lower.

Q34: How often do students at your school have important conversations about race,
even when they might be uncomfortable?
All students, no matter the race or gender identity, report low scores for this question. Black and American
Indian students report even lower.

Q35: When there are major news events related to race, how often do adults at
your school talk about them with students?

Q36: How well does your school help students speak out against racism?

Diversity and Inclusion
How diverse, integrated, and fair school is for students from different races,
ethnicities, or cultures.

Belmont High School

Q38: How often do you spend time at school
with students from different races,
ethnicities, or cultures?

Q40: At your school, how often do students from
different races, ethnicities, or cultures hang out
with each other?

Q43: How fairly do adults at your school treat people from different races,
ethnicities, or cultures?

Q43: How fairly do adults at your school treat people from different races,
ethnicities, or cultures?

Q39: How often do you have classes with students from different races,
ethnicities, or cultures?

Student Interviews

Belmont High School

Purpose: Understand Student’s Experience at BPS Schools: Their
perception of BPS culture and Adults’ Equitable Mindsets and
Practice
●

●

●
●

Open Call Individual interviews for students at Belmont HIgh
○
LGBTQ+ students
○
White students
○
Asian students
○
International Students
○
*No Black, African American, or Hispanic students participated
○
Each interview ;asted 15- 25 minutes
Targeted Group Interview for Belmont High School Students
○
Black, African American, and Brown (Hispanic) Students
○
Group interview lasted 60 minutes
All questions were reviewed by District leaders, parents and/ or guardians
Each student was required to have parent/ guardian sign a permission slip

Questions asked based on Equitable Educator
Mindset and Consequences Framework
Mindset

Topics Questions Covered

Equity vs. Equality Mindset

Student perceptions of additional supports they receive and ways their learning
is assessed by educators

Aware vs. Avoidant Mindset

Student experience with adults noticing and addressing differences between
classmates as it relates to decision making, having challenging conversations,
and how/ when to advocate for others

Asset vs. Deficit Mindset

Student experiences with school rules and how their classmates strengths are
discussed to encourage learning

Context-Centered vs.
Context-Neutral

If students get opportunities to talk about things happening outside of school,
the nature of projects and assignments, and how their identity relates to their
curriculum

Open Call Interview Findings: Individual Student
Interview
●

Sense of Belonging: Students are mostly satisfied with their teachers, school leaders, and overall
experiences at BPS. They have an overall sense of belonging and comfort in their classes.

“Generally, the teachers that I have had have done a good job teaching the subject. I haven’t had any problems with
any teachers. They're all understanding and they aren't too pushy about work. Like if you have other conflicts they can
accommodate”
●

Curriculum: Some students mentioned they would like to learn more truthful and honest narratives about
US and world history in their classes - with more opportunities to interact with different books and a
myriad of voices that represent different identities.

“In the classroom, different cultures and the different kind of people in the class isn’t something that we really discuss
or go into detail with”
“In English class, we talk about culture if we’re reading a book about it. We have assignments where a lot of Asian
American kids talk about their experiences with race in Belmont…It would be cool if we got to learn more about these
things with what we read”

Open Call Interview Findings: Individual Student
Interview
●

Racism, Homophobia, and other Hateful Acts: While all students express concerns with issues of hate
and explicit racism in BPS culture, only some students are dissatisfied with the ways school leaders
respond.
○
Some students believe teachers and school leaders are not taking matters seriously. For example,
students laugh and joke when racist and/or homophobic incidents take place and is not always
corrected by the teacher or adult present.

“We don’t talk about racism or homophobia in class but anyone can if they want to”
“I think generally, the teachers, all the teachers that I have met have, like, done a good job teaching the subject. Um,
I've not had any problems with any teachers. They're all like, understanding and they like, they aren't too pushy about
work. Like if you have other conflicts they can accommodate. And also like, they're good teachers”
“If someone says something racist, we all know who it is. Most people would say it’s a joke. And if the teacher talks
about it, that doesn’t do anything. It’s a cultural thing”

Student Group Interview Findings: Black/African
American and Brown Students
●

Representation: Black and Brown students are concerned with the lack of representation and how it impacts their academic work.
“I've never had a Black or Hispanic teacher out here. And like, also, I think that’s weird. Because when you have to write an essay about life as, like
a minority or something, I feel like they wouldn't really understand that… Like, a white person has never really experienced none of this stuff, you
know?”

●

Feelings of Being Unsafe:
○
Black students don’t always feel comfortable around their peers and teachers.
○
When racist acts happen, they are briefly addressed before things go “back to normal” for everyone except Black students.
○
Black students feel as though educators, staff, and classmates don’t care about the injustices that impact them the most compared to
other groups of students.
“And also, I feel like some of the staff don't really care that much about us. Like they don't really ask us any questions like ‘have you eaten?’ ‘How
are you feeling? Like, ‘are you tired?’ ‘You want to take a break?’ Like none of that, even when they know what we do to get here.”

●

Racism and Microaggressions:
○
Students express that it is common for teachers and their peers to exhibit microaggressions, make racist comments, not correcting
students who make racist comments.
○
students describe their experiences walking around on campus as uncomfortable as they are sometimes followed by campus
monitors or other staff and are assumed to be doing something bad.
“I’m used to dealing with ignorant kids here. And also teachers never got my name, right, which is kind of annoying to deal with… them saying my
name wrong. Every single class, they just didn't care to correct it.”

Student Group Interview Findings: Black and
Brown Students Cont.

●

Diversity and Inclusion Efforts:
○
○

Black students don’t feel included in diversity events and conversations
Black and Brown students don’t feel a sense of belonging at school and when talking about diversity

“When the school talks about a lot of diversity, I guess they’re right. There are a lot of different kinds of people around the world. But
they aren’t talking about us. They mean like, all different kinds of white people, different kinds of Asians but like they’re not talking
about Black people. They’re not talking about Hispanics or brown people when they’re saying or thinking like diversity”

●

METCO Program:
○
○

METCO students don’t feel as supported by METCO leadership in ways that could help them overcome
barriers to their academic achievement and social experience.
They express needing more advocacy from METCO leaders at times in the classroom when conflicts arise.

“…[METCO leaders] are here if you want to talk, and always says they’re here for us and advocates for us. But like, when we tell them
certain stuff that happens, I don't feel like they really uses their voice and the platform they have with the school”

Staff Surveys
Measuring Staff’s
Equitable Mindsets
and Sense of School
Climate.

Staff Response Rates and Demographics
Collected
Response Rate: 60% of active BPS staff
responded to the Survey. An
underrepresentation of White staff took the
survey compared Black, Asian, and Hispanic
staff.
English Language skills of BPS Staff:
Native English - 90% , Excellent - 8%,
Intermediate -2%
Staff who prefer to “Self Describe” their
race or ethnicity included: “Jewish, Jewish
American, Northern European, Arab,
Russian, and ‘this survey is absolutely false
and absurd’.”

Fig 9. Overall Mindset Survey Scores and School Climate Survey scores for educators
at BPS compared to public school educators in MA, Northeast, and US schools.

●

BPS educators score the highest on the
“Context Neutral v Context -Centered ”
mindset questions on average overall
(5.25 of 6) and the lowest on the
“Equality-Equity” mindset questions
overall (4.84 of 6)

●

Compared to other public school
educators’ scores across MA, the
Northeast, and the US, BPS educators
score similarly and relatively high on the
average total scores for each Equitable
Educator Mindset (Awareness,
Asset-Framing, Equity, and ContextCenteredness), with average scores for
each mindset resulting between 4.84 and
5.25, out of the 6 point scale.

●

However, these trends are particularly is a
common in DEI Survey research, with
survey responses not always aligning in
real practice.

Signiﬁcant Individual Items on Staff Equitable
Educator Mindsets Survey
Despite high Mindset scores overall, BPS staff scored lower than public school staff
in MA, the Northeast and US for the following specific equity tenets and associated
topics.
●

●

“Asset v. Deficit Framing”
○

Deficit Mindsets About Student Support

○

Deficit Mindsets about Traditional School Rules

“Awareness v. Avoidance”
○

Avoidant Mindsets about School Curriculum.

Deficit Mindsets about Traditional School Rules.

Fig 12. BPS Average Staff Scores by Race for the Asset-Deficit Mindset Question: “All students should be
expected to follow the same traditional school norms.” Lower scores align with more Deficit mindsets.

Avoidant Mindsets about School Curriculum.

Fig 13. BPS Average Staff Scores by Race for Aware-Avoidant Mindset Question: “The current school
curriculum is meaningful for students from almost all backgrounds.” Staff report the extent that they agree
with the question. Lower scores (reporting disagreement with the statement) align with Aware mindsets.

Staff General Climate Survey
Table 2. Significant Climate Survey
Results for BPS staff v staff from MA,
Northeastern, and US public schools.

Q#

Climate Survey Question

BPS

MA

North
East

USA

1

Faculty share a common vision of quality teaching and
learning.

3.85

4.24

4.24

4.28

Highlighted scores show a larger difference
in terms of the Mean.

2

School leaders listen to a variety of perspectives when
making decisions.

3.81

4.20

4.21

4.22

3

Faculty frequently work together to address school-wide
problems.

3.79

4.40

4.35

4.36

4

When problems arise, faculty try to address the root cause of 3.59
problems instead of symptoms.

3.94

3.94

3.95

5

Faculty collect many different types of student data to
inform instruction.

3.96

4.33

4.31

4.23

6

School leaders are open to adopting innovative instructional
practices.

4.04

4.53

4.52

4.47

9

School leaders do not treat faculty as professionals. *

3.93

4.5

4.48

4.57

Belmont is lower than average compared to
MA, Northeast, and US public schools for
these Climate Survey Questions.
The following two Staff Climate Survey
questions for BPS staff differed significantly
by staff race.
●
●

Faculty share a common vision of
quality teaching and learning.
School leaders do not treat
faculty as professionals.

Fig. 14. BPS Average Staff Scores by Race for School Climate Question: “Faculty share a
common vision of quality teaching and learning.” (Higher scores mean Agreement)

Fig 15. BPS Average Staff Scores by Race for School Climate Question: “School
leaders do not treat faculty as professionals.” (Lower scores mean disagreement)

Staff Interviews

Purpose: To Identify and Measure Educator’s Equitable
Mindsets and Practices

●

●

Participants:
○
Wellington Elementary School Teachers
○
Special Education Teachers at Chenery Middle School and Belmont High School
○
General Education Teachers at Chenery Middle School and Belmont High School
○
Principals and Assistant Principals
○
Curriculum Directors
○
Superintendent and Assistant Superintendent
○
School Committee Members
○
Equity Subcommittee Members
○
METCO Leaders
Each interview lasted 45- 60 minutes

Staff Interview Questions: Topics based on
Equitable Educator Mindset and Consequences
Framework
Mindset

Question Topics

Equity vs. Equality Mindset

Views on student success, flexibility in policies, the role in which merit plays in
student achievement

Aware vs. Avoidant Mindset

How educators find ways to acknowledge and discuss race, ethnicity, and
gender and include them in instructional, curricular and/or policy decisions.
How conflicts are addressed and resolutions created, HR operations, fiscal
decisions if applicable

Asset vs. Deficit Mindset

Views on student strengths, how they build on student uniques strengths to
motivate and challenge them to succeed, and disciplinary measures

Context-Centered vs.
Context-Neutral

How educators work with an appreciation for how student realities outside of
school impact their learning and academic performance, family goals, families’
role in achieving those goals, curriculum content and assignments

Staff Interview Findings: Equity vs. Equality
Mindset
Equity Mindset:
●
●

Most teachers, staff, and school leaders demonstrate an Equity mindset when considering multiple factors that contribute
to student success, and flexibilities in policies.
Teachers note that when providing targeted services to students of color, it sometimes has an adverse impact on their
future academic success

“We have more black and brown students that received intervention for reading or math than other students that aren't of color…our groups start in
a certain way, our lower readers, our middle readers are higher readers, and that the intention is to have flexible groupings. But that doesn't always
happen. They kind of do get sort of stuck in these groups, despite everyone's best intentions.”

Equality Mindset:
●
●

Majority of teachers rely on student merit to determine academic success.
Fiscal decisions and diversifying staff rarely center equity

“Typically, meritocracy is the standard. So they're saying as long as everybody works the same amount, everybody has some opportunity to succeed a
lot of the time. So if a kid has the external pressures that society or is putting on kids or family things or out of kids control, as long as you work hard,
it's fine. And if you're not working hard, that must mean you don't care. You're not trying or something else. But everybody has the same opportunity
to succeed. So like, why aren't you? That's exactly the narrative here. And I don't believe in that.”

Staff Interview Findings: Aware vs. Avoidant
Mindsets
Aware Mindset:
●
●

Most educators articulate specific inequities that persist at their school, in the classroom, and systemic levels as it relates to
socio-economic status, demographics, and ability that impact previous and current students.
Some educators are comfortable with addressing conflicts and having difficult conversations to address inequalities

“I really feel like the way we are leveling classes is doing a huge disservice to many students, and probably a particular students of color… if
I were to like walk into the classroom, I can just like walk and see right away like, is this a college prep class? Or is this an honors class? You
can tell by race… if I were to look at just the numbers of kids who are black and brown in college prep classes versus honors class”
Avoidant Mindset:
●
●

Often times, educators who advocate for themselves and/or their students during conflicts between BPS staff, teachers, and
district leaders, they are left without resolutions.
Some educators and staff are avoidant of conflict and actions that may seem controversial

“... there are so many staff members in our building that are afraid to approach our students of color. And for no other reason, other than,
like, you know, just racist, you know, like racist reasons in the back of their head or, you know, like biases that they have. And rather than,
like, you know, call somebody out. So somebody in the hallway, who happens to be, you know, a student of color, maybe they're doing
something they're not supposed to be doing. And a teacher may not want to call them out, because they don't want to appear that they're
being racist, calling them out… Anyway, I just think that I've definitely seen that happening, and it's gotten worse rather than gotten
better.”

Staff Interview Findings: Asset vs. Deﬁcit Mindset
Asset Mindset:
●
●

Educators and school leaders Asset-frame many differences between students and families of all backgrounds
International diversity is heavily emphasized when talking about student differences

“I mean, everybody [all student families] is invested in school, even even the kids that I struggled the most, or you think are the most disconnected from
school, their families have the same dreams and hopes for them as every kid that walks through the building”
Deficit Mindset:
●

●
●

At both Chenery and Belmont High School, there seems to be a disconnect between what “normal” behavior looks like for students of color
and what it looks like for staff. For example, educators believe students should sometimes be more “settled” in the context of being around
their friends. But excitement may look differently for students in this context.
Student behavior is usually attributed to other outside environments as opposed to whether or not the teachers foster a welcoming,
respectful environment for all students.
Teachers at Belmont High observed that students of color usually come in behind academically and sometimes believe this is because they
have not been held to higher standards in previous school years at Belmont and other schools. Not holding students to a high standard
reflects a Deficit-framing mindset and can happen for numerous reasons.

“There's no connection between respect for my space. And they just so liberally will draw, scribble, pencil or pen, it doesn't matter all over the desks.., and
I think that's because the community has tolerated that all the way along from the time they started in the public schools. And I don't understand that”
“Belmont as a district needs to do a better job in terms of holding high standards for our students of color and pushing them to take classes in terms of,
like, students that have come out of the middle school have have kind of been like, not as many of our students of color, who should be in high level AP and
honors classes are there”

Staff Interview Findings: Context-Centered vs.
Context-Neutral
Context-Centered:
●
●
●

Across all Belmont Schools and grades, teachers encourage students to bring in parts of their culture into the lesson or activity, but for most
teachers, this usually occurs around American holidays.
There is a heavy emphasis and interest in International students' culture, rather than racial or gender diversity.
All teachers have family centered goals and most teachers have plans on how to achieve these goals.

“If kids want to bring up anything in the news, I always use as an icebreaker. What have you read about or heard about in the news, that that, you know, and I have
everyone share… So we do talk about things like that we talk about, about gay people being gay and people being transgender.”

Context-Neutral:
●
●
●

General education teachers don’t always make it a daily priority to embed things that students are involved with outside of school or things going on
in student communities totheir curriculum and classrooms.
In some cases, there is little flexibility in state mandated policies and requirements which determine curriculum and sometimes create a lack of
sufficient opportunities for students to learn from a wide range of voices in curriculum and/ or instruction.
METCO leaders are aware of challenges students and families face but lack plans to address structural changes contributing to these challenges.

“...something I find really challenging is diversifying the curriculum… a lot of that's put on us. And then as a teacher, we can pick and choose things. But it doesn't
create a cohesive curriculum…it always seems to just come down to a couple lessons that either find on Teachers Pay Teachers or someone has a great read aloud,
and I show it on YouTube, and we talk about it. There's not enough structure to it”
“And so with that [being in the METCO program] comes additional work in additional responsibilities. And the parents understood that when they signed up for it,
and we should hold them accountable for that”

Staff Interview Findings: AP Math Program
School leaders demonstrate all Equitable Educator mindsets when describing the decision making process in canceling the AP math program and the inequities
that stemmed from it. The decision to cancel this program reflects the following mindsets:
●
●
●

●

Equity - District leaders realized classrooms were not optimal learning environments for all students. And therefore, typically those students who
are Black and Brown, English Language Learners, or students with IEPs began to fall behind creating a larger gap.
Aware - They explained clearly how it was serving a very specific group of students, and doing a disservice to Black and Brown students, and girls.
The math classrooms were racially identifiable. The test to get into the program was very high stakes and had arbitrary cutoffs that nobody could
explain why they were in place.
○
Relied on students being good at taking tests
○
If a student scored above the cut score on the placement test, they were admitted to the program. If a student scored anything below the
cut, they were not admitted.
○
Context-Centered - Some families provide enrichment and extracurricular opportunities for their children (math test-prep tutors, Russian math
school enrollment, and other deeper math learning opportunities) while some families are unable to provide the same opportunities to their
children.

Creating alternatives: School leaders continue to reflect equitable mindsets by creating and providing alternatives to still provide students with more
challenging math options. Although students no longer can skip a grade in math, they can do the following:
●
●
●

Attend an after school program (primarily web-based via Edgenuity with a teacher facilitating the class) that provides challenging math
opportunities for students who are ready
When students are finished with the online course level in the after-school program, they advance to the next math level
Attend summer accelerated math program as an extra curricular

Thinking ahead: The next phase is to look at 5th and 6th graders who are not meeting benchmarks to provide them with more opportunities to catch up before
they fall behind in middle and high school.

○

Family Focus
Groups

Purpose: To Understand Families Experiences across BPS schools:
Their Perception of BPS Culture and Educator’s Equitable Mindsets
and Practices
●

Focus Groups Consisted of the following:
○
○
○

●

Focus Groups were asked the following:
○
○
○
○
○

●

Open Call for All Families (4 sessions total)
Families of Color & METCO Families (2 sessions total)
Families with Children in Special Education: (2 sessions total)
School their child(ren) attend and grade level
Benefits of being part of the BPS community
Areas of improvement for BPS
Opened the floor for any comments
Follow up questions when necessary

Each focus groups lasted 90 minutes

Open Call (All families) Focus Group Findings
Trust between families and BPS staff and school leaders:
●
●
●

Some families have great communication between teachers, school leaders, and know that district leaders have the best interest of
their children - they find staff and school leaders to be responsive
Many families express having an overall lack of trust with BPS school leaders, superintendents, and staff in terms of communication
Families feel as though educators and staff are not capitalizing on opportunities to build trust

“The way they communicate is kind of whitewashed. Everything is ambiguous. They give us these little snippets of information. And it just feels
really disingenuous, like we as parents are left not knowing anything. And everything is presented in this positive light, which drives me nuts
because things are not positive”
“Last year, there was an incident where an Asian middle schooler was spit on. And just sort of in the context of other things that were going on in
the schools, it seems to get very little attention and got a very slow response from the administration, especially, you know, we, we wrote letters,
and we would, it was just an it was like pulling teeth to get them to address this”
Student Learning:
●
●

Most families remain satisfied with their child(rens) learning.
Families hope that with more thorough and consistent SEL learning and other equity initiatives, there will be a culture shift in all
student experience.

“The teachers are very engaged. If a child needs help they go to the teacher, like generally the teachers are available at multiple times to assist
students if they should need it.”

Open Call (All families) Findings cont.
Family Concerns:
●

Many families of all backgrounds express a common concern that racism and prejudice will continue to
exacerbate at the middle and high school if preventative measures are not taken seriously and quickly.

●

Families are concerned at how common it is at the Chenery Middle school and Belmont High school for
students to use racist language, slurs, and homophobic and violent actions

“The kids who are targeted are either kids in the LGBTQ community, you know, or Asian Americans, Black and brown
kids, like they have to go to school with this trauma every day. There are no clear ramifications on what happens to the
kids who are doing these things…And it makes it hard to thrive in that kind of environment.”
“There’s just so many incidents at the high school and also at the Chenery, which were just really disturbing various
racist language and slurs and demeaning language and homophobic language. And frankly, some violent language too
I’ve been concerned with for way too long”

Families of Color and METCO Families Focus
Group Findings
Family Concerns:
●
●
●
●

Some Black families express feelings of tokenism where school leaders only reach out when they need them to represent
BPS values of diversity.
Some families express feeling socio-economic status influences the ways in which BPS values families of color which
creates barriers between these families.
Their children do not always have positive experiences with their teachers and/ or classmates. For example, students tell
their parents they don’t want to work with specific aides or staff providing extra academic support
There is a lack of trust between BPS admin and families: When incidents occur, they express experiences of not being
taken seriously or having to take extreme action to seek resolutions.

“There are some teachers who I think ignore him when he's struggling. And when they’re getting failing grades, nobody reaches out to
the me as the parent to say, your student is not doing well, or struggling. I've had experiences where there's a failing grade, and the
teacher reaches out immediately with an email saying I'm concerned, what's happening at home? Whereas in the high school, I'm
noticing a lack of interest. I'm just concerned and connection and care for students, for Black students.
““I'm wondering if the PTO would be more favorable towards me if they knew that I had money to provide but I feel like I'm very
disposable right now”
“That's why I never made my way out there to the multicultural nights. It wasn’t advertised in a way that included me. My child wasn't
excited enough to go, my child felt like it wasn’t for him. It didn't even attract me as a parent, I wasn't really sure what it was”

Families of Color and METCO Families Focus
Group Findings Cont.
International Families:
●
●
●

Concepts such as DEI, racism, microaggressions, etc. are ideas that many international families are
unfamiliar with in their context compared to the American historical context.
They are expected by the district to talk and teach their children about these concepts with little support
and resources from school and district leaders, which many families feel unequipped for.
There is a stark difference between international families of color and white-passing international families
○
While white-passing international families express their kids don’t experience racism, they are still
subject to bullying and teasing for being different via language, religion, or accent.

“All these concepts like racism, diversity, equity, these are things we learned here… and it's very new for us is
immigrant families to teach this to our kids. And because we need to assume that kids will come across situations like
this. And we're following the school's lead. There's so many things that I don't know. And there are so many things that
I get caught off guard about how to teach how to talk about these things… there's some preconceptions about
immigrant families already knowing some of the concepts about what's going on in this country or have been going on
in the history of this country”
“My daughter has been bullied, and this is white on white students. No hate crimes involved but the whole year, the kids
referred to her as X” [stereotypical artifacts from specific culture]
“Some girls in the school kept calling her names because of where we’re from. She didn’t care… but she really only has
international friends… there is a real gap in the way that international and American students connect”

Families of Color and METCO Families Focus
Group Findings Cont.
Advanced Math Program:
●
●
●

Parents are extremely upset and confused as to why the Advanced Math Program was canceled as there was little to no
communication as to why it was being canceled - the information they received was inaccurate
Families expressed multiple attempts to provide solutions to inequalities stemming from AP Math Program but explained that
administration and district leaders would not listen to them or implement any suggestions.
Some families believe the cancellation of the AP Math program was Anti-Asian with mal-intent because it was canceled as more
Asians began joining the program.

“We were trying to push the Chenery to find out why they were canceling the advanced math program. And we just, you know, I
mean, it was a struggle to figure out what was behind the reason for just doing away with it altogether.”
“As the number of Asians increased in these programs, the less inclined the administration became to carry on with and I guess I
would like for some kind of conversation around it. I don't want to make presumptions, you know, I think that the school district
is fantastic, my kids have had a really good experience. But I do think that Belmont as a school district is not great at paying
attention to people who to kids who might need a bit more challenge”

Special Education Program Family Focus
Groups
Integrated Preschool:
●

●

Families express that the integrated preschool is a great experience for families and exceeds expectations in
terms of level of care, attention, and accommodations their children receive from the experienced and
quality educators.
Once students transition into elementary school, simple accommodations and/ or new goals to be added to
IEPs become a struggle.

“In the integrated preschool, I give a double thumbs up along with everyone else, what an amazing program. It is not
just if your child is already on an IEP and needs those services. But for the peer students who come in. And I would echo
what is said that, you know, it's such a positive way to start off your school experience on both sides for all children, but
then it disappears”

Special Education Program Family Focus
Groups Cont.
Special Education and General Education Teachers:
●
●
●

Families express they’re mostly satisfied when their child's teacher steps in to understand and meet their individual
needs - this as the biggest determining factor in their children's experience.
Families describe some general education teachers make experiences for families and students unpleasant and grave:
teachers are not required and do not always attend IEP meetings, creating a lack of communication and understanding
between all parties involved in student success.
Some general education teachers and instructional aids are described as being punitive toward students for having a
disability and resort to punishing them for their behavior as opposed to understanding and meeting their needs.

“Every special educator that I've had in this district has been so dedicated to their job and their students. And I have no complaints
about the teachers themselves and their dedication.
“They [general education teachers] blame the student for their disability. And they don't want to be inclusive and same for some of
the older aides that have been there a long time. They are punitive towards the students for their disabilities”

Special Education Program Family Focus
Groups Cont.
SPED Leadership:
●
●
●
●
●

Families are concerned with the way the SPED department operates and question whether SPED leadership may be out of compliance with standards,
procedures, and protocols and don’t incorporate best practices or equitable educators' mindsets.
Families describe SPED leadership as being unorganized in the evaluation and placement process
Many families do not trust SPED leadership and constantly receive pushback when advocating for their children.
Some parents will not speak to SPED leaders or attend any IEP meetings without an educational consultant, advocate, or lawyer present.
To properly accommodate their children, especially if a students disability is not visible, families must hire outside evaluators to evaluate student,,
research proper accommodations and programs, and put it into writing before expecting SPED leadership to provide the appropriate services.

“If you don't know the process, you don't understand what the process is, your child could be waiting a really long time for even the most simple of supports.”
“Until you go out and you spend out of your own pocket 1000s and 1000s and 1000s of dollars to convince them your kid actually does have some needs, you don't get
what you need, unless the needs are, you know, so noticeable and extreme that it's, you know, they can't get away with not providing it”
“There’s a complete lack of communication in terms of anything related to special education and my childs services. but more than anything is a constant pushback when
I bring something to their attention. I feel like it's a constant fight and I don't understand why”
“...if you don't have that person, an advocate at the school as your person, it's a constant battle. And I have been left to feel like I need to hire a lawyer and spend money to
get what I feel like are his basic needs are met, which are minor things”
“We've had a very similar experience where we were being continually denied for requests until we said we're gonna bring in an advocate. And then they started to take
us serious”

Special Education Program Family Focus Groups
Cont.
SPED Student Records
●
●

To track their child’s progress, many families mus collect and keep their own records of data to analyze and draw
conclusions
Most families have not experienced consistency with SPED leadership in data collection and evaluation process

“When I asked about report cards, I asked about prior meetings the previous year regarding, you know, their own concerns about how he is
presenting in the class. And they said, ‘We don't like to use report cards as data. And that we're not seeing issues in class related to this’
even though I've already had a meeting regarding it. So it just seems like there's mixed messaging, it seems like there's no kind of real
standard as to, you know, how they operate”
“I don't think Belmont does a good enough job capturing where we were versus where we are now. Like, I only got a snapshot for his 2021.
And had I not kind of dug into the 2018 testing and looked at his IEP and kind of tracked the progress reports, I wouldn’t know. Why aren't
they also drawing conclusions like that? Why aren't they tracking that and making that more accessible to parents?”
“But I'm constantly coming into IEP meetings with little to no information. Like, I literally get nothing before the IEP meeting, to know
what data they're basing their their goals on, and the what services and accommodations are being offered to him. I have no idea because
I've got nothing like literally nothing. And when I asked for it, they're like, ‘well, it's just a reevaluation’”

Special Education Program Family Focus Groups
Cont.
Unmet Student Needs:
●
●

Families describe how students needs are compounded as they get older, academic success declines, and sometimes
are left to an out of district placement because the evaluation process takes so long and student needs are not met in
early grades in elementary school.
There is a common concern that there is a motive behind SPED leadership reporting to send students to an
out-of-district placement instead of providing them with the services they need.

“My child was told that he was struggling socially. By the end of the school year, I was told he was doing okay socially, but he just
wasn't grasping pre reading pieces and they suggested repeating the grade and we declined because he hadn’t had any
intervention. Doing the grade again the same wouldn’t miraculously make him realize how reading works. And so we requested
testing, we did not get an IEP right away, it took another year, had to get to the point where he was disruptive to the class before
there was attention given to what might be the problem”
“If they were to spend the money that they're spending on litigation and out of district placements, and they actually funneled that
into making a robust, special ed. Program, it might improve. I almost feel like they believe that because we're such a high
performing school district that special needs don't exist, it's really rare, or we can just ignore it. Because we have such high
achieving students that are scoring really high on the MCAS. We're gonna funnel out all those kids who don't score high on the
MCAS, added district placement, so that our MCAS scores are absolutely inflated. And it's disgusting to me, because it's so clear
that that's what they're doing.
“The inequities of how services are doled out for students with learning disabilities in particular, and the differences based on
which teacher you happen to have, which elementary school you happen to be at, and how much money you're able to spend out of
your own pocket for advocates and lawyers to try to get what you need is just it's gut wrenching to me”

Limitations

Focus Groups - Communications and invitations did not reach all families - initial invitations
were not sent to some schools and/or family groups which had an impact on participation. As a
result, this led to low numbers of Black, Brown, and METCO families at focus groups designated
for them.
Student Interviews - Sign-ups from Black and students of color were scant. It was a challenge to
connect with Black students across Belmont High School.

Future Directions, Next Steps

Professional Development - In ensuring Belmont staff are prepared to understand, integrate and act on this
Audit’s findings in their work, Professional Development for school leaders is strongly encouraged. BPS staff would
benefit most from PD that aligns closely to this audit’s equity measures, topics, and research frameworks.
●
●
●
●

Notably, PD should address the ways staff think about, discuss, and teach about topics to do with student
and staff race, culture, and gender identities.
PD should especially allow staff to improve upon their equitable practices towards motivating, connecting
with, and challenging all students despite their differences.
It should also support staff in ensuring that curriculum, teaching decisions, and leadership decisions reflect
handling sensitive topics with skill and knowledge.
Finally, PD that guides staff in developing an awareness of structural inequities and power imbalances, in
considering the ways students background (i.e. race, ability. and gender identity, economic acceess) and
home/community circumstances help address students' performances, in order to shape the way staff
support and provide students with appropriate and unique opportunities to be successful.

Future Directions, Next Steps

DEI Director’s Work and Onboarding - The new DEI Director’s role is critical in furthering this work. In order to ensure mutual understanding
of this audit’s findings, summative needs, and strategic recommendations. The DEI Director will meet alongside auditors with relevant school
leaders responsible for addressing the key elements of this audit.
The DEI Director’s work would also be best served if she is able to build and hire a qualified team with the capacity and commitment to address
audit findings concretely across BPS. It is pivotal that The DEI Director be the individual to select and vet the members of this team. We
recommend the DEI Director prepare a proposal that aligns with the DEI Vision and Mission Statement, which includes: the goals of a team to
address and improve upon this audit’s findings.
Family Resources - Families may benefit from anti-racism parenting resources to address hate, racism, homophobia, and bullying in Belmont
culture. Hosting focus groups multiple times a year to hear family experiences and address their concerns may also be beneficial in creating
culture shift.
SPED Department - Further investigations into SPED leadership practices such as evaluation process, out of district placement trends,
implementation of policies, and collaboration with newly hired SPED team chairs.

Thank you!

